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Still Ukrainian or Already Russian? The Linguistic 
Landscape of Sevastopol in the Aftermath of 
Crimean Annexation
by Natalia Volvach

The annexed city of Sevastopol as a part of the Crimean peninsula remains 
de jure a Ukrainian territory for the most of the European countries and be-
yond. De facto this city is a new subject of the Russian Federation. A case study 
conducted in November 2017 demonstrates that in spite of its politically con-
tested status, the linguistic landscape of Sevastopol indexes the Russian pow-
er. Through the foundational principles of indexicality and emplacement, the 
study shows how Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar refer to Sevastopol’s past, and 
Russian represents its present and its future. 

Key words: Crimea, linguistic landscape, space, erasure, indexicality, semiosis, 
materiality, minoritization, spatialization of conflict, Russianization, multilingual-
ism.

“De jure Crimea is part of Ukraine … but de facto it is already absent” 

Leonid Kravchuk, 1 June 1994

Introduction

Silent. This is how the bus ride from Kherson to Crimea can be described. After 
several hours of silence, the bus stops. You are asked to leave the bus with all your 
belongings. Upon leaving, you are surrounded by empty fields. No sign of civili-
zation. Only the road marks its way through these fields. This road gives you two 
options: you can head back the way you came or you can decide to cross the barrier 
and go towards the unknown. 

During the walk to the artificial Russian-Ukrainian border, you realize that you 
are still on the Ukrainian side. The street lights along the road, the booth, with the 
Ukrainian border guards, are colored blue and yellow. At the border, the Ukrainian 
authorities check your documents and make further inquiries about your stay in 
Crimea. Still feeling unnerved by entering this zone and this procedure, there is a 
feeling of relief when granted access. This time the road, before you enter Russian 
controlled territory, is quite long. Surveillance cameras, metal fencing, more solid 
infrastructure and the long queues of people waiting for entrance make you feel 
uncomfortable. The Russian border guard takes his time with the decision. When 
you are finally permitted to enter, another bus is waiting for you on the other side 
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of the border. This time, it is a Russian registered vehicle with Russian number 
plates. It drives you to your place of destination, accompanied by the songs of Rus-
sian radio Dorozhnoe, where each second song transmits the feeling of nostalgia 
for “the good old times”. Moving away from rural areas and approaching main high-
ways, you observe the billboards carrying messages “Together with Russia”, “Rus-
sia unites” as well as the depiction of Russian politicians and political parties. Now 
you know, you are definitely on the “Russian” side.

As Henri Lefebvre notes, “a social transformation, to be truly revolutionary in 
character, must manifest a creative capacity in its effects on daily life, on language 
and on space.”1  In this paper, I want to argue that the annexation of Crimea has 
greatly affected the everyday life of the city dwellers and had caused changes or 
(re)writings of the city’s urban fabric. On the one hand, the landscape signals those 
who are in power.2 On the other hand, it bears traces of historical events, conflicts, 
and changes in systems of power and domination.3 It tells the story of the victories 
and struggles of the people living on the territory throughout the centuries. 

The goal of this paper is to qualitatively examine the changing landscape of 
the “hero-city” Sevastopol in order to understand how it (re)produces a Russian 
national identity and Russian system of domination and power. More precisely, I 
address the research question how the Russianness of Sevastopol is discursively 
framed and meta-culturally constituted. To do so, I take my cue from Linguistic 
Landscape Studies (LLS) by offering an account of what kinds of material artefacts 
are visibilized or erased in the public space of memorization. 

Crimea as a Contested Place

Throughout history, Crimea was a center of socio-economic and political in-
terests of various European and Asian civilizations. Ever since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, Crimea has been a contested region, where various ethnic groups 
– Russian, Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar – claimed their rights on its territory. 
Pro-Russian oriented organizations deployed Crimean autonomy and separatism, 
Crimean Tatars insisted on a Crimean Tatar autonomy and exclusive rights, and 
Kyiv aimed to secure its territorial claims and strengthen its influence in the re-
gion.4

The mass protests on the Maidan in 2013/2014 have served as a starting point 
of the internecine events, embracing the Southern and Eastern parts of Ukraine. 
On 16 March 2014, a referendum in Crimea was held. The citizens could decide 
whether they want to stay an autonomous republic within Ukraine or join the Rus-
sian state as a new subject. Controlled by the armed Russian forces, experiencing 
massive election fraud5 and without any presence of OSCE members6, the referen-
dum showed almost 97% of support to join Russia. Shortly after the results were 
proclaimed, Vladimir Putin willingly accepted the Crimean Peninsula under his 
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protection.
The controversial referendum was condemned by the majority of the interna-

tional community.7 According to international law, Crimea is still seen as a de facto 
Ukrainian territory. The impudent annexation was soon followed by an armed con-
flict in Eastern Ukraine. After several years of Russian-Ukrainian “hybrid war”8 in 
the Eastern part of Ukraine, the confrontation has even intensified. In November 
2018, the conflict seemed to have gained even further magnitude as Russian ma-
rine forces attacked Ukrainian boats and arrested Ukrainian soldiers in the strait 
between Azov Sea and the Black Sea. Martial law was adopted in some parts of 
Ukraine as a reaction to the Russian aggression at sea. The overall situation re-
mains tense. 

“A City of Russian glory” Sevastopol

On the day of victory, 9 May 2014, almost two months after the annexation, 
Vladimir Putin payed his first visit to Crimea.9 Unsurprisingly, the choice fell on 
Sevastopol, a mythical city of the “Russian” glory. Built as an outpost of the Russian 
Empire by Catherine II shortly after the first annexation of Crimea in 1783, Sevas-
topol soon became the incarnation of the imperial power in the Black Sea region. 
Sevastopol attained its status as a “hero-city” in the Crimean War (1854–1855) 
and during the Great Patriotic War.10

After the Soviet Union was dissolved and Crimea became an autonomous repub-
lic of the independent Ukraine, Sevastopol remained a “Russian” city. As the home 
of the Russian Black Sea fleet (since 1783), Sevastopol was inhabited by almost 
91% of Russian speakers.11 Its political orientation towards Moscow, rather than 
to Kyiv, was expressed by refusing to rename streets and squares. In contrary, sites 
shaping Ukrainian identity were almost absent. Apart from the commercialization 
of storefronts and a statue of Ukraine’s literary icon Taras Shevchenko, which is ex-
periencing difficult times after the annexation12, no crucial identifications with the 
Ukrainian state can be found.13 After the second annexation of Crimea by Russia on 
16 March 2014, its urban landscape has been even more politicized. Since 2014, 
displays of Russian flags, Putin’s portraits and posters indexing the affiliation with 
the Russian state, appear side by side with Soviet-styled buildings and monuments.

Notwithstanding the fact that Sevastopol is a city with a predominantly Russian 
speaking environment, the Ukrainian constitution considered the Ukrainian lan-
guage the only state language of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea. The Russian 
language, recognized as the majority language used in Crimea, had the same status 
as the other languages of intercultural communication (yazyk mezhnatsional’nogo 
obshcheniya).14 Since the annexation of Crimea by Russia, a new “official Russian 
language policy in Crimea” was introduced, according to which all three languag-
es – Russian, Ukrainian, and Crimean Tatar – were granted equal rights.15 In this 
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regard, one could question why, despite the new “official” policy, Russian remains 
the dominant language in the public displays, and what happens to Ukrainian and 
Crimean Tatar inscriptions. If we find inscriptions in languages other than Russian 
in the urban landscape, what do the indexicalities of the signage tell us about the 
status of various linguistic communities in Sevastopol?

Linguistic Landscape, Memory, and Discursive Frames

Linguistic landscape is about making sense out of signs in relation to identi-
ties, places, and memories. Originally, the focus of the field lay on written signage, 
where languages were quantitatively analyzed as fixed and static codes. It was de-
fined by Landry and Bourhis as “the visibility and salience of languages on public 
and commercial signs on a given territory or region.”16   

Today, with an emphasis on landscape’s semiosis, the term is understood more 
broadly as “any (public) space with visible inscription made through deliberate 
human intervention and meaning making.”17 The field of semiotic landscape aims 
at various dynamic forms of semiosis that are multimodally transferred in the 
place, imagined and remembered by people, filled with affects and emotions. With 
prevailing qualitative ethnographic research methods, semiotic landscapes as an 
interdisciplinary approach attempts to uncover the ways in which “different forms 
of semiosis dynamically and interdiscursively, affectively and aesthetically link 
bodies, selves and memories across times and places.”18

The material artefacts in the linguistic landscape are seen as socially signifi-
cant and reflective of social ideologies.19 They bear many discursive layers20, where 
“older and newer versions of given types of signs”21 co-exist, as some signs were 
redesigned, changed or demolished throughout time. In this sense, linguistic land-
scape approach helps to uncover the historicities and to understand “complex re-
gimes of past, present, and future constituted in material and inter-textual spaces 
of language and identity.”22 It also facilitates our understanding of how national 
identities are imposed, erased, or (re)negotiated through the semiotization of 
space, and offers a new way to look at the Crimean conflict and its spatialization in 
the places of everyday life. 

As an analytical tool, this analysis draws from the conception of geosemiotics, 
brought forward by Scollon and Wong Scollon.23 Following the principles of index-
icality and emplacement, Scollon and Wong Scollon look at signs and symbols op-
erating in particular places and social contexts as “indexes of larger discourses”24, 
whereas “all semiotic signs, embodied or disembodied, have a significant part of 
their meaning in how they are placed in the world.”25 To be more concrete, in and 
of itself, there is nothing abusive about graffiti or posters that read “This is Rus-
sia.” The violence of such graffiti or posters can only be read when emplaced in 
Ukrainian territory. 
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In addition to the principles of indexicality and emplacement, I study the “Rus-
sianization” of Sevastopol’s linguistic landscape following the frame-analytical ap-
proach developed by Jeffrey L. Kallen.26 He argues that linguistic landscape can be 
seen as an interaction of various systems within one visual field, which consists of 
“a complex of inter-related discourse frames.”27 Each frame has its own principles 
of indexicality, and each is defined according to specific discursive functions, lan-
guage choices, as well as forms of expression.  

Frames in Context: Exploring the Linguistic Landscape of the “Hero City”

This qualitative ethnographic study was conducted during three days in Novem-
ber 2017 in the central district of the city by the means of linguistic landscaping, 
whereby app. 200 data units were collected. All photographs used in the article 
were made by the author, unless otherwise specified. In this paper, I focus on dis-
courses in place from the centrifugal point of view, which means that instead of 
looking at one particular place as an aggregate of discourses, I look at nation-build-
ing discourses which “flow into, through, and out of any particular place.”28 

In the next chapter, I will first outline major interpretative frames that are char-
acteristic for Sevastopol in transition from the de jure Ukrainian state to the de 
facto Russian sphere of influence. I distinguish five discursive frames 1) the Soviet 
legacy frame 2) Civic frame, 3) Minoritized frame, 4) Commercial frame, and 4) 
Transgressive frame to provide a non-exclusive taxonomy of the collected linguis-
tic landscape objects. 

The Soviet Legacy Frame

Within this memory site, various signs, including languages in the public space, 
evoke the Soviet memory as a part of Sevastopol’s past. In contrast to the processes 
of invisibilization of the Soviet legacy in the rest of Ukraine, its presence in Sevas-
topol provides evidence of a different social order. In the rest of Ukraine there have 
been mass protests against a common communist and Soviet heritage with the 
“aggressor state”. After the Euromaidan protests and the annexation of Crimea in 
2014, a vast decommunization campaign was launched. The Ukrainian parliament 
passed legislation (Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine 9 April 201529) that condemns the 
communist and Nazi regimes in Ukraine and bans propaganda with their sym-
bols. As a result, the communist symbols, including places of remembrance such 
as monuments of communist leaders, symbols honouring heroes of communism, 
street names or place names depicting communist ideology, were totally or partly 
erased.
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Figure 1. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. City board of honour with the gold star medal 
and the highest order of the USSR – the order of Lenin30 on the Nachimov square of Sevas-
topol.

In Crimea in general and in Sevastopol in particular, the Soviet cultural legacy 
is valued and preserved. Communist symbols, but also the monuments honour-
ing the achievements of the ancestors in the “Great Patriotic War”, are preserved 
and increasingly taken care of as the sites reproducing glorious past of Soviet peo-
ple and the Russians as the “leading nation” within the Soviet Union. In line with 
the program of patriotic education in Russia, honouring and commemorating the 
achievements of the Soviet people is regarded as a moral duty of every Russian na-
tional. As stated in a Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation, patriotic 
education aims at “strengthening and developing of the national consciousness, 
high morality, civil solidarity of Russians, education of citizens, a sense of pride in 
the country’s historical and modern achievements, respect for the culture, tradi-
tions and history of the peoples inhabiting Russia.”31

Civic frame

Civic frame can be seen as conveying one-way “top-down” discourses regulated 
by respective authorities.32 Street names, administrative and civic buildings, or any 
other signs which regulate the public behaviour are part of the civic frame. The 
discourses transmitted through this frame can be understood as official readings 
of publicly important issues. Within this frame falls the wide use of Russian state 
symbols in institutionalized contexts and the nationalization of former Ukrainian 
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state enterprises. Within the civic frame, two examples will be discussed in more 
detail in order to illustrate a meaningful presence (and absence) of particular lan-
guages in a given place, and the more expanded semiotic sense of meaning making 
through the deliberate use of particular colours, materials, and visual design. Ac-
cording to Jaworski and Thurlow:

It is commonly believed that, apart from indexing a particular linguistic com-
munity, the act of displaying a language, especially on official, central or local 
government signage, carries the important symbolic function of increasing its 
value and status. Thus, the presence and dominance of one language over oth-
ers may indicate the relative demographic and institutional power of one eth-
nolinguistic group over others.33  

Figure 2. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. The monument to “Courage, persistence, loyal-
ty of the Komsomol” in the Lenin rayon of Sevastopol.

The inscriptions on the signage of the Russian pension fund (image 4) are writ-
ten in the monolingual Russian language and decorated with the fund’s logo, with 
a Russian flag below. Except for the holes below and above the sign boards, nothing 
remains of Ukrainian statehood at this site. To make it unequivocally clear, the fact 
that the pension fund belongs to the Russian Federation is stated four times on the 
two small-scaled plates. The deictic anchoring (in the form of naming the state, 
city, working hours and days) in both sign-plates, as well as the central positioning 
of the state symbols evoke an unambiguous impression of who is the legitimate 
owner of the institution.
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  Figure 3. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Pension fund of the Russian Federation.

The vividness, brightness and newness of the signage show that it was installed 
only lately and arouses the feeling of the signs “out of place”. The holes in the wall 
are traces of the past. The physical “absence” of something that has been removed, 
namely the Ukrainian pension fund, indexes the change. The process of naming 
itself – giving a new Russian name to the former Ukrainian pension fund – is a 
“taxonomic strategy which manifests authority.”34 It is simultaneously an act of ap-
propriation, “an administrative and political act that is affected by the interplay 
of interests competing for the symbolic control of the public domain.”35 In these 
ways, an administrative act becomes an expression of power, an act of symbolic 
and physical appropriation.

The renaming of the Ukrainian national reserve “Chersones Tavriysky” is an-
other example of Russian appropriation. Referring to the law of the Sevastopol 
government from 11 December 2014, No. 569, the Ukrainian National Reserve 
“Chersonese Tavriysky” was modified to the Russian “National Budget Institution 
of Culture of the City of Sevastopol”. The national reserve “was transferred to the 
federal property” and became the “state museum-preserve ‘Tauric Chersonese’” on 
3 October 2015.36 

Vladimir Putin has awarded the museum the status of an “especially precious 
object of the cultural heritage of the Russian Federation” in 2015. Since then, the 
Russian legislature is applied to the cultural object, according to which the museum 
must fulfil the Russian state assignments, which is, among others, to participate in 
the “military-patriotic work”.37 As the museum is financed through subsidies from 
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the national budget, it is directly dependent on the good-will by the Russian state 
decision-makers that would encourage the “right” policy of the museum by finan-
cial means.

Figure 4. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Fist plate: Ancient town Chersonese Tavriys-
ky and its chora. Included on UNESCO list in 2013. Second plate: The Culture Ministry of 
the Russian Federation, FSBIC (Federal State Budgetary Institution of Culture), state muse-
um-preserve “Tauric Chersonese”.

Minoritized frame

The research in the field of LLS demonstrates that particularly the absence or 
presence of languages reveals which ethnic groups have access to the public sphere 
and can co-construct the landscape. The access to the public sphere simultaneous-
ly means the visibility and power of these groups in the landscape.38 This also goes 
in line with the observation that “exclusion from discourse (or from visible land-
scape structures) indicates also social exclusion”.39 The analysis of the public space 
of memorization can reflect broader socio-political processes40 and can indicate 
deep-rooted inter-ethnical conflicts.41 

In the next example, a pentahedral obelisk dedicated to the five ethnic groups 
deported from Crimea, Crimean Tatars, Armenians, Bulgarians, Greeks, and Ger-
mans, was found in a precarious stand near the railway station in Sevastopol. Being 
designed as a place of honour to the victims of Stalinist repressions in 1944, this 
monument becomes a site of contestation as it is evident from material damages 
and from the overstretched penetrating spilled paint over inscriptions.
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Figure 5. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. “Your suffering will never be forgotten in the 
name of life and justice”.

In the minoritized frame falls the use of other languages except Russian in the 
public signage of the city. The encounters of other languages were in general very 
rare. Ukrainian, if it appeared at all, was either an element of Russian dominated 
public inscriptions (figure 6), or present in the names of already established trade-
marks (figure 7).

Figure 6. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Russian memory plaque with a Ukrainian name 
of the cruiser “Chervona ruta”.
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Figure 7. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. “Vodograj Krymskij”. Advertisement ruta stick-
er

The state of the public inscriptions in Ukrainian suggests that the use of the 
Ukrainian language is in the process of becoming history. Such signboards have 
a shabby look (figure 8) or notably come from the last century, when Crimea was 
a part of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. The hardly readable state of the memory 
plaque (figure 9) is probably the reason why it was not erased.

Figure 8. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Advertisement of Russian beer and M&M’s with 
Ukrainian inscriptions.

Figure 9. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Hardly readable memory plaque with monolin-
gual Ukrainian inscriptions.
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Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar are not just ethnic or linguistic minorities. They 
are minoritized through the process of exclusion or downgrade of their value 
through indexicalities of “past” and “present”. The monument to Crimean Tatars, 
which is the only one I found, pays justice to the victims of repression on the one 
hand, but on the other hand it expresses contestation and protest, as visible from 
physical damage. 

Commercial frame

The sense of Russianness in Sevastopol is widely communicated through com-
mercial discourses. The design of the clothes shop Rossiyanochka (Russian wom-
an) on the General Petrov street appears together with the dominant background 
of a fluttering Russian flag. The visual design, font type, colours and wording ‘For 
us beloved’, clearly refers to the Russian in-group. 

  
Figure 10. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Shoe and clothing store “ROSSIYANOCHKA, 
For us the most beloved!”.

Local commercial enterprises, such as those offering transport services, bank 
services or other various goods, perform the territory as Russian in multiple ways. 
In the advertisements of local banks, the mortgage program is offered “for all resi-
dents of the RF” (figure 11). The shops bear names, such as “Study books of Russia” 
(figure 12). Following the principle that sign producers refer to the locals of Sevas-
topol as their prior audience, these are to be considered as Russian residents who 
benefit from the local services.   

Through the explicit verbal statements, the individuals offering transport ser-
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vices propose to take you along the way “Crimea – Ukraine – Crimea” (image 14), 
implying that Crimea is no longer a part of Ukraine in the mental maps of the sign 
producers.

Figure 11. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. “Mortgage program for all residents of the RF”, 
National commercial bank of Russia. 

Figure 12. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. A book shop “Study books of Russia”. 

Figure 14. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Crimea – Ukraine – Crimea. Advertisement of 
transport services. 
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In all these examples, the textual content, style, script, composition, and scale 
of the signage multimodally transmit the sense of Russianness. This indexicality 
of signs becomes mainly crucial through the emplacement of these signs on the 
Ukrainian territory. The signs within the social context transform to sites of con-
testation between Ukrainian and Russian discursive regimes. They index the con-
flict, whereas one side is ideologically erased and another side is made visible.  

Transgressive frame

Transgressive frame consists of linguistic landscape objects that convey dis-
courses of Russianness in unexpected or unauthorised places. Transgressive public 
displays and inscriptions are characterized by their unauthorized nature, as they 
violate the public expectations.42 Among other subversive means of demarcating 
the territory, such as placing Russian flags in various public places, “patriotic” graf-
fiti can be considered as a way to combine political propaganda and pop culture in 
the contested city.

Two graffiti of the organization S#T’ (Net) were found in Sevastopol in Novem-
ber 2017. Both graffiti celebrate the Russian president Vladimir Putin as an im-
portant national figure. 

Figure 14. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Unnamed Graffiti dedicated to the day of Rus-
sia.

In the figure 14, an unnamed graffiti of Putin appears on the background of 
the galaxy. He is looking straight into the eyes of passers-by holding the Russian 
DNA in his hands. To the right of him, the Russian coat of arms with the monarch 
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crown is represented. This graffiti underlines the special role of Vladimir Putin in 
the Russian state. Metaphorically seen, he is a father of the Russian nation that has 
no boundaries, as its significance is spread all over the galaxy. This graffiti with the 
saturated colours is not favoured by all: to the left of Putin’s neck an attentive eye 
notices a spilled paint stain apparently thrown by a Putin opponent. This small 
sign of contestation bears big hopes for counter-narratives within a transgressive 
frame. Further long-term studies are needed in order to find out whether there is 
an active contestation in the public space through the means of illegal graffiti, tags 
or other inscriptions.

Figure 15. Phothograph by Natalia Volvach©. Graffiti “The rise of the state, 12.06.2016”. 

Another graffiti named as “The rise of the state” depicts Vladimir Putin, holding 
the Russian flag and building Russia laying brick after brick. It is an allegory of 
Putin, a collector of Russian lands, who has incorporated Crimea into the Russian 
state and who has made the rise of the state possible. The splashes of water refer 
to Crimea, which is surrounded by the Black Sea. In comparison to the first graffiti, 
this one is in perfect condition, perhaps because a surveillance camera is following 
every step in the area surrounding it. 

The organization S#T’, which is responsible for spraying the graffiti, was creat-
ed by the commissioners of the Russian youth movement NASHI (ours). Through 
their “patriotic graffiti”, they not only shape the public space of Sevastopol and 
other cities, but also spread patriotic narratives through other media: staging of 
fashion shows, art exhibitions, films, and public demonstrations. Under the coat of 
creative, cool, youth-friendly and pop-cultural activities, the organization carries 
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on political propaganda and spreads political advertising seemingly on behalf of 
one person. Graffiti, being a genuinely contested mode of production, turns to a 
powerful tool for the illegitimate Russian regime. What is transgressive in this con-
text, the graffiti or the regime itself?

Conclusions

The social transformation happening in Sevastopol manifests itself in its every-
day life and touches upon language and space. This study aimed to show the pro-
cesses behind the Russianization of the urban landscape, as it is reflected through 
a broader semiotic framing of types of inscription and artefacts visibilized or 
erased in the city. The indexicalities of various material signs analyzed in the urban 
landscape show how Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar belong to Sevastopol’s past, and 
Russian, being a part of the past, constitutes its present and its future. 

The frame-analytical approach combined with the theory of geosemiotics 
shed light on the complex power dynamics of various social actors reproducing 
the Russianness in Sevastopol’s urban space. The linguistic landscape analysis re-
veals a dynamic transition to the Russian dominated regime. Besides the Russian 
language as the most widely used variety in the sites of exploration, the territory 
is demarcated as Russian through the use of state symbols and through the met-
onymic representations of Crimea as a part of Russia. It is not only state actors or 
local authorities, who construct the space of Sevastopol as Russian, as it is depicted 
through the civic frame or the Soviet legacy frame. Also, private individuals and 
groups, organizations and movements use similar strategies in commercial and 
transgressive discourses. 

The city dwellers encountering the landscapes in their daily affairs are over-
come by their naturalizing effect, as landscapes are something people see as “fa-
miliar and unquestioned.”43 Through the ideologically loaded semiosis in the urban 
space, new hegemonic ideological structures intersect with the spatial practices 
of everyday life. In this regard, the linguistic landscape studies offer a way to look 
at how Russian nationalism manifests itself and is legitimized via a variety of ap-
parently banal discursive practices in the urban space. In this way, we also have a 
better understanding of the Crimean conflict and its semiotic representation in the 
spatial practices of everyday life. 
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